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Share your gamification story
 

Simply reply to this email with your
story for entry into the next roundup 
Write to membership@gamfed.com

In Focus
Gamification in Marketing: 16 Gamification Gurus share their

favourite examples & insights

Gamification is being used more widely each year and, as time progresses,
we’ll see more of it being integrated in the marketing strategies of companies of
all shapes and sizes. As the year 2018 begins to wind up, let us reflect on what
some of the top gamification experts said earlier this year about their favourite
gamification in marketing examples and the trends to observe in 2018. 
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Shout out to GamFed members and ambassadors (Vasilis Gkogkidis, Ercan
Altuğ Yilmaz, Pete Jenkins, Toby Beresford, Nicolas Babin, and Sabrina
Bruehwiler) who are among the 16 featured Gamification Gurus. 
 
Continue to our main story here 
 
 

Share Tweet Forward

A closer look 
 

The neuroscience of learner
engagement
A fascinating infographic by Growth Engineering
that details the neuroscience of learner
engagement through three key techniques -
Gamification, Social learning and Personalised
learning. 
 
Delve into the infographic here

Share Tweet Forward

Leader-board Watch

Gamification Gurus
Power 100
The Gamification Gurus Power 100
for the month of November was
published by rise.global earlier this
month. rise.global is a success
tracking network to raise everyone’s
game with rich relevant and regular
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game with rich, relevant and regular
feedback via your own scorekeeping
service. It is founded GamFed co-
founder Toby Beresford. 
 
Check out who leads the power
hundred this month
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Gamification Research

Mystery & Narrative: Keeping
your players motivated
Albert van der Meer shares some of the
knowledge and methodology that he works with
when conceptualizing immersive gamification
experiences. 
 
Dip into Albert's methodology here
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Congratulations!  
(Watch this space in the upcoming weeks to learn more about the winners of
Gamification Europe awards and their projects)

Let's applaud recent
member achievements 
Congratulations to
Arkadiusz Siechowicz & partner for
winning the Outstanding
Gamification Software Award
sponsored by Chaincubed. Learn
more about their software Gamehill
here and watch Siechowicz unboxing
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here and watch Siechowicz unboxing
their award here. There is a surprise
inside!

Congratulations to GamUp and its
founders Sandra Abadir and Emad
Henin for winning the Outstanding
Gamification Rookie award
sponsored by SelfDrvn. 
Check out their inspiring journey in
this video.
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Top Tweets capturing the Gamification Europe experience

Take away the highlights of the just concluded Gamification Europe in these live
tweets captured from the conference. 

Congratulations Team Gamification Europe on a wonderful conference! 

Share Tweet Forward
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